
 
Franco-Scottish Society (Edinburgh Branch 

                                              Annual General Meeting, 21st July, 2021 
 
Present: 
P. Bennett, W.A. Black, M. Collins, C. Cooper, J. Cooper C. Darling, S. Davidson, E. Dempster, C. Hare, G. Hare (GH), J. 
Laidlaw, N. Smith, S. Stevens, T. Wight (TW) 
 
Apologies: 
E. Baird, P. Brodie, C. Brodie, I. Gibb, T. Gibb. E. Hough, O. Hughson, D. Hughson, R. Johnston, AC. Lequet, J. Scarce. 
 
Anne-Colette (Chair) was quarantined, upon her recent return from France.  She asked Tom Wight to open the 
meeting and present her apologies and report. 

 
Chair’s report  
A written copy of the Chair’s report was circulated to members before the AGM. 
The report covered the impressive and varied activities of the FSS (Edinburgh Branch) in this past, challenging, but 
nevertheless successful year. 
The  report highlighted the time change for meetings, agreed with the Institut français d’Ecosse (IFE)  (4.15pm - 
6.15pm) to permit FSS (Edinburgh Branch) members to attend the Wednesday French Cinema screenings on the IFE 
programme, if so desired. 
The Chair  wished to stress that even with unavoidable ZOOM meetings during the past year, the Committee still 
strove to maintain the Branch ethos. 
She noted the valuable cooperation between FSS (Edinburgh Branch) and IFE and the resulting stronger mutual 
working relationship. 
The Branch Committee maintained contact with members throughout Lockdown restrictions, by email/post/phone, 
in addition to the regular programme. 
The Chair thanked Warden Black, Geoff Hare and Tom Wight who had initiated regular newsletters to members with 
entertaining articles, information, quizzes, member contributions, videos and partner info. 
 

Minutes of Previous Meeting  
 Accepted 
 

Matters Arising  

TW reminded members about rules surrounding AGM meetings and efforts to ensure a quorate number during 
Covid restrictions for the previous AGM to take place. 
 

Treasurer’s Report 
A written copy of the Treasurer’s report was circulated to members before the AGM. 
TW presented a PowerPoint presentation with details of the FSS (Edinburgh Branch) Accounts and spoke to the 
respective sums in each account. 
TW reminded attendees that the FSS (Edinburgh Branch) is an ‘Unincorporated Society’ and directed members to the 
Branch Constitution for closer details if required. He explained how this aspect also affects the financial scope and 
flexibility of sums held by the Edinburgh Branch. 
 
The total sum over all the Branch accounts is £7554.60. Details of these accounts were then explained: 
 
Acc 1– covered day-to- day expenses. No speakers’ travel expenses due to Covid affects this year’s figures. The 
pandemic has, however, caused more Admin/Postal expenses due to lack of physical meetings. 
 
Acc 2 – The Education Fund holding funds from the Alexander Gray Trust (£1000 annually). The account provided 
financial support to Edinburgh College for the ‘Budding Chefs’ French Exchange project with Brittany (£500) and for 
Workshops for H /Adv H students of French (£500).  No allocation of funds was received for 2021-2022. 
 



Acc 3 – The Lecture Fund holding funds from the Alexander Gray Trust (£500 annually).  This fund financed additional 
expenses e.g., the ZOOM Licence; Bulletin Magazine postage to members; Gift Tokens, as a mark of gratitude to IFE 
staff for invaluable regular IT assistance, ensuring online streaming of our programme; NYCOS expenses for the 
online Xmas Concert.  No allocation was made to the FSS Edinburgh Branch for 2021-2022. 
 
Acc 4  – The Reserve Fund holds donations to the Branch. T.W. described the background to the FISK donation and 
also that of the now defunct Franco-Scottish Business Club. These donations to the FSS (Edinburgh Branch) come 
with ‘no strings attached’. This account has, for example, been used in the past to cover transport expenses for some 
schools outside the immediate city, to permit attendance at language events.  
 
NS& I bore £45.52 interest and is useful for projects as per the Branch remit. 
 

Biennial FSSS Exchange Trip 

Proposed new dates are in June 2022. Thierry Rechniewski (President Paris branch) is working on the 
programme. More precise details to follow once available. 
 

Intimations 
TW advised the meeting of Dr Kenneth Thompson’s recent death.  Dr Thompson was a frequent FSS (Edinburgh 
Branch) guest contributor.  
Condolences were sent on behalf of the Branch. 
The meeting was saddened to learn also of the death of Rod Slater, a frequent guest at Edinburgh branch 
meetings. 
 

Education & Cultural Projects 

Edinburgh Branch Funds again contributed to the very successful Concours de l’ Écriture, for university students. The 
enjoyable Prize-giving Ceremony took place this year online, with pre-recorded introductions from the Consul, Mme 
Laurence Païs, and from the FSS (Edinburgh Branch) Chair, Anne-Colette Lequet. The Branch continues to provide the 
panel of judges and to offer prizes.  It also contributes to the publication of the Booklet containing all contestant 
submissions. 
 

Higher/Adv Higher Workshops 

FSS (Edinburgh Branch) support has also benefitted 6 schools from Edinburgh and the Lothians. 
 

French Film Festival 
The Young Film Critic competition has received Edinburgh Branch Support. 
Sylvia Davidson added fuller details behind the history of this initiative, for today’s meeting. 
 

Outreach initiatives  

-Geoff Hare gave a talk to the Perth and Glasgow Branches. GH wondered if our recent Covid online experiences with 
more mutual sharing/participation, could then be further enlarged to include mutual streaming of future 
presentations / talks /aspects of branch programmes between other interested branches. The meeting felt this was 
worthy of further consideration. 
-Tom Wight has kept in touch with local schoolteachers. 
-Articles and materials had been shared with other branches, especially Aberdeen and Perth. 
 
 

Election/Re-election of Office Bearers 
No nominations were received for vacancies. AC and TW have thus agreed to continue in their roles for the 
forthcoming year, to ensure the continuing existence of the Edinburgh Branch. 
 
TW circulated job descriptions for the Secretary’s tasks. The challenges lay in IT proficiency. The various duties could 
be divided between several individuals, rather than being solely the remit of one person. An enlarged committee 
could therefore cover all the tasks, with the actual secretary term/title becoming unimportant. 
 
GH was pleased to learn of TW and AC’s decision to continue in Committee roles. He sought further clarification on 



division of tasks. It had been suggested that 6 committee members and 2 co-opted members could be an option to 
consider. 
 
TW stated that the roles would start on 1st September and that new committee members could be welcomed onto 
the committee first, then after some discussions, specific duties would be allocated later. 
 
TW suggested the above solution to the meeting, stating that offers for such looser roles, described above, had 
already been received. If the meeting was happy with this option, then the Branch can continue, although this still 
does represent a challenge. TW added that IT help from IFE staff had been invaluable. This proposal seemed to find 
general agreement. No-one opposed the above suggestions. 
 

Proposed Programme 2021-2022 
TW circulated a draft programme for 2021-2022 and asked members to add/submit names of speakers and/or ideas 
for future activities.  An annual outing (no details) was put forward and will be discussed by the committee. 
 

AOCB 
Subscription Rates still need to be decided. Capitation at the National level is crucial for such decisions. If the 
Capitation increases, then our rates would correspondingly also increase. Council agreed in March to suspend 
capitation fees for another year. This will be put to members at the National AGM. 
A brief discussion on Branch status ensued. Both P. Bennet and J.Laidlaw agreed charitable status should not be a 
route for the Edinburgh Branch to consider. 
Equally, for the Branch purposes, Gift Aid was generally agreed not to be of any benefit. J. Laidlaw did refer to his 
own 8 years’ experience as Treasurer and referred to the advantages of the present independence of the Edinburgh 
Branch. 
 
TW concluded the meeting on a lighter note, with some amusing French cartoons and images, to everyone’s 
entertainment and to a few requests for copies of the aforesaid jokes. 
 

Next Meeting 
Date and time will be determined later. 
 
 
 
W.A.B. 27. July 2021 


